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The Life of the Mind Beyond the Wasatch Front

ZION’S GULAC;:
REFkECTIONS ON INTELkgC-CHAI_5, INQUISITION,

AND THE CONSOkATION OF PHIkOSOPHY

By Neal C Chanctler

WHEN I WAS SIXTEEN, THE BISHOP CALLED ME into his

office for an unscheduled interview, a sort of spiritual wellness
spot check, prompted, I suspect, by the concerns of my Explorer
advisor and of my own mother that I was not fellowshipping well
with the youth of the ward. This was true. Being of goodly par-
ents, but also of highly awkward and irregular stature, I did not
fit smoothly into most of the official and unofficial alliances of
adolescence I liked baseball even less than various team captains
liked having finally to choose me_ Success at other sports was dic-
tated entirely by the relative usefulness of pure inert mass or height
in the constellations of activity around me. My utter bit-chemical
preoc.cupation with things female (and you’ll never encounter five
more. carefully chosen words) manifest itself as utter social paral-
ysis. I had no desire to own a car, not at the price of supporting
one, nor did I work on cars. And most crippling of all, I disco-
vered after a failed flirtation and to almost everyone’s incredulous
disdain that, in fact, 1 did not like rock’n roll. I didn’t listen, didn’t
keep m~cl< of songs or singers, didn’t dance, didn’t care I found
my friends, as obviously I had no other choice, at and beyond
the fringes of normalcy: guys who, like myself, hadn’t worked out
well; guys who still wore earmuffs and cuffed Levis; guys who
didnt gO to church, or who went but with premeditated ques-
tions; guys who conducted Brahms. and Shostakovitch in the back
seat of the family Studebaker; guys who read "Pogo;" guys who
wrote poetry.

The bishop pulled at his suspender a little, a sage gesture I’d
seen on television, and said, "I understand you’ve been hanging
out with the ’braing " He said "brains" in quotation marks.

Because I didn’t know how the remark was intended, I didn’t
know how to respond, but my internal reaction was pleasure Ward
gossip had it that I was hanging out with the brains. Oh, I was
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not accused of being a brain; no one, least of all my teachers,
had cause to suspect that. But if others in the Explorer class had
nothing to fear from my grade point average, still their hearts and
their circumscribed horizons crouched in orbit far below my own
far more exalted sphere. I had become sidekick to the stars, a Fuzzy
or a Gabby or a Poncho to the Bob Steeles, the Roy Rogers, and
the Cisco Kids of the mind. That moment, I know in retrospect,
saw the birth of a Mormon "intellec-chal?

Now, I have give~q, this word a Mormon ethnic spelling because
it is phonetically and semantically peculiar to Mormonism where
it connotes not intelligence (a word with its own Mormon his-
tory), but a certain kind of attitudinal disorder: Indeed, I have since
learned that to qualify among the Saints as an intellec-chal requires
neither grades, nor ,credentials, nor learning, nor, for that matter,
intellect, but only the disturbing symptoms of a too objective or
analytical distance, a kind of willful autism of the spirit. Appear-
ance is, in this regard, far more important than substance. Often
a beard alone will do. Sometimes the mention of an unfamiliar
book. Or you may also bring up an entirely familiar and autho-
rized book, the sort good Mormons display on coffee tables, but
then say that you disliked it, or liked it with reservations.., or,
and this especially, say you found it well intentioned, but mis-
guided. If you cite CS. Lewis instead of B.H. Roberts, if you cite
B.H. Roberts instead of Joseph Fidding Smith; if you quote Brigham
Young on both sides of any single issue, if you quote scripture
in context.., you become suspicious. But you seal your iden-
tity when you ask unexpected questions in classes where, as real
Mormons know, it is actually your role to provide familiar, ritual
answers to familiar, ritual questions in a kind of informal Mor-
mon catechism Such call and response ceremonies have become
our new world answer to liturgy in old world Christian tradition,
and the disruption of liturgy is the sure Cain’s mark of an
intellec-chal.

Suddenly people glare at you across the Sunday School class-
room. Eyebrows rise and eyeballs roll as you raise the arm of flesh
yet one more time. Fragile investigators and question-
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traumatized new members cringe behind every folding door and
under every folding chaic But then perhaps late one night a caller
phones with a hardball question to which the teache~ the manuals,
praym; and even Elder McConkie have managed no satisfying
answm: And indeed, what such callers seem to want is not answers,
not really, but a respite from inexorable answers. They want breath-
ing room. They need, or seem to need, distance.

A such rare moments it has occurred to me that the unoffi-
cial, but widely recognized office of ward intellec-chal might even
be a calling, one which comes not by the laying on of hands but
as a sort of foreordained, if also mino~; spiritual gift. Cynicism,
which is distance with an ironic backspin, is mentioned nowhere
I know of in the gift registries of scripture, but it seems none the
less to have been my gift, and I have been content to make do.
My willingness was cast, I think, in that meeting with the bishop
some thirty years ago.

He asked me what I thought I wanted to do with my life I
answered that I wanted to be a write~: I knew no more about writing
then than about chemical engineering but the way his eyebrows
drew suspiciously togethe]; and the long appraising silence that
followed told me I was really on to something. He began to tug
at his suspender again.

"I think that’s a fine idea~’ he said, then continued carefully
to explain that since the days of the restoration only two books,

both by an Apostl¢ James Talmage, had qualified as standard read-
ing for the Saints.

"The Church probably could use a good write£’ he conceded
without concession, "but what I meant was what are you going
to do for a living?" His response was, of course, as appalling and
eyebrow tightening to me as mine had been to him. But my bishop
was a good man, and a wise one, and the question he posed then
is a question that has never really gone away It preoccupies my
wife, my creditors, and me (probably in that order) still today
Yet for all his prescience, the bishop, much like the first grade
teacher who told me that, merely because I was right-handed,
I might not write with my left (I do, of course), or the high school
counselor who thought that college might not be for me five hardly
ever left since), or the missionary companion who bore testimony
to the mission policy on wearing hats (he also had a testimony
of white cotton sox), or even the well-meaning advisors who coun-
sel me today against wasting effort and possible talent on the
provincial crochets of Mormon culture, like all of thes¢ that bishop
with his informed, well-meaning opposition set my jaw, my sails,
and my destiny: he called me to the pseudo-false priesthood of
Mormon intellec-chalism and therein to the o~ce of write~: I would
be remiss today if I didn’t acknowledge that unintended act of
kindness and express my abiding mortal gratitude

I hope you’ll forgive this indulgence into my past. It may be
my only opportunity to participate in an important rhetorical tra-
dition peculim; I think, to Mormon public expression. My wife
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calls it the "Where was I, what was I wearing when the call came
talki’ And now, in my case as well, it is a matter of public record.

It is also my purpose here to examine some general miscon-
ceptions about Mormon intellectual life: these include dark warn-
ings that intellectuals are by definition as well as temperament
unorthodox, uncommited, and dangerous, but also the counter-
assertions which depict them as progressiv< practical, and unjustly
persecuted. Such bromides are the substance of my rumination,
and so it should surprise no one that its form has already begun
to resemble the familim; three-legged milking stool of all popular
Mormon discourse on things philosophical.

We have already addressed the question: "Where did I come
from?" Liturgical precedent requires that we turn next and in order
to the matters of "Why I am here" and "Where I am going?"

Perhaps you were aware that the muse and general guardian
angel of most Western intellectuals is the mythical Trojan prin-
cess Cassandra, who endows them with both a troubled clair-
voyance and the straightforward gift of impotence This is
particularly true in America where the significance of everything,
even of artists and philosophers, is measured finally in terms of
contribution or threat to the gross national product. By this stan-
dard, obviously, one can calculate the societal value of intellec-
tuals without a compute~; calculator; or toes, just the opposed
thumb and forefinger of a single hand.

As a result, there exists in the West a general fascination with
dissident writers and intellectuals in Eastem Block countries, which
resounds as indignation, but is, I think, actually fueled by envy.
Here are men and women for whom principled martyrdom is
a daily opportunity. Unlike most white Americans, they consti-
tute a society perpetually in its heroic and embattled phase Their
deliberations preserve a giddy seriousness and intensity long lost
to the safely institutionalized intellectuals of the West. Moreover;
they" are taken seriously. What more vivid evidence for the grudging
respect accorded Eastern dissidents than the bitter persecutions
to which their governments feel impelled to subject them. Oh,
to be thought dangerous, instead of merely erudite or tedious or
lost in "left" field. Similarly, the recent preoccupation of liberal aca-
demics with what is called the "threat" of the fundamentalist right
plays as enlightened outrage, but is, in fact, rooted in the pleasure
of having been branded wicked by the pharisees, and thus invited
to play the starring role of martyr in a popular passion play.

And it is precisely here that the blessings of contemporary Mor-
monism for the intellectual make themselves most evident. After
all, there is in those forbidding descriptions of narrowly authoritar-
ian governments something familiar to most of us. Let me digress,
if I may, directly into the heart of the matter.

MaW years ago, a friend and I researched and wrote a study
inspired by a then immensely popular book which seemed to
have achieved that near-standard-work status approvingly described
by my bishop so long ago. We had seen this book carefully tucked
between zippered triple combinations and Sunday School manuals

and toted dutifully to church week after week by faithful Saints
in wards from the Wasatch Front to Manhattan Island. It was not
an overfly religious book, and :its certain prominence at Mormon
gatherings may have surprised those unfamiliar with the idiosyn-
cracies of Mormon practice To the initiated, howevec it was a book
of modem-day revelation. Its title was The Naked Capitalist, by
W. Cleon Skousen. Surely, some remember it. For those who dor~t,
the astounding thesis of the book, simply stated, was that the real
and until then unrecognized, driving force behind communism,
Maoism, socialism, welfarism, indeed the whole worldwide array
of menacing Bolshevist conspiracies was actually and amazingly
Western capitalism directed by a coterie of international super-
capitalists who sought secretly and malevolently to enslave the
entire planet.

Sound incredible? We thought so too, but this amazing dis-
closure was documented so insistently and creatively by one of
the world’s foremost conspiracy researchers that those who
attempted to deW it merely revealed the extent of their own craven
complicity in the plot.., or so it seemed at first. But then, as
my colleague and I pondered the text, we realized that, in fact,
it too was part and parcel of that same grand conspiracy. Brilliant
and devious as he was, the author was obviously an inside~; privy
to information, possessor of insights and evidence that only a well-
positioned participant in the nefarious machinations of this mons-
trous combine could possibly have obtained. And what bette~
what more diabolical way to mislead the public than to concede
part of the picture, baiting a trap with a portion of the truth while
the essence of the conspiracy went securely undetected.

The Naked Capitalist was a ,colossal cover-up, but as with van-
ous other modem-day cover-ups, the perpetrator had outsmarted
himself. This time his efforts to mislead and obscure had, instead,
made transparent the very troth he sought to hide Reading care-
fully between the lines, my colleague and I were able to unravel
the genuine plot of plots behind his plot to conceal the plot behind
the plot behind those other plots. We entitled our expose The
Naked Mormunist Revealed: or None Dare Call it ~heo-Politico-
Polytotalitarian Sedition. Its astounding thesis, as those of you who
are yourselves initiated insiders may well be guessing at this very
moment, is that the real arch-manipulator behind the capitalists
behind the Bolshevist conspirators is, in fact, the Mormon hierarchy.

Sound incredible? We thought so too, and we dismissed our
first suspicions as silly and impossible, but as always we under-
took aggressively and very, very creatively to transubstantiate the
story. We interrogated the facts, and the facts, after some resourceful
persuasion, spoke eloquently for themselves. The tale they told
was truly incredible.

Yet sadly, our document is, still, after all these years, unpub-
lished and largely uncirculated. I submitted it once to SUNSTONE,
but Peggy Fletcher reported back (almost immediately) that though,
yes, she had found it interesting it was probably not right for
SUNSTONE and that she woul,drft touch it with dectrician’s gloves
and a twelve-foot, insulated pole_ The reason was put more tren-
chantly, perhaps, by a friend who read it, smiled, and then advised
me to put it away in a locked drawer and forget it.

"They’ll believe it, you know{’ he said. I laughed. He didn’t.
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"It’s more convincing than the book that provoked it, and think
for just a minute how maW people have swallowed that dancing
sea elephant wholei’ He was, of course, paying a compliment to
our rhetorical skills. He was also pointing out that even scandalously
blatant satire is invisible to those willfully unschooled in scandal,
that in a society which like our own has made intellectual naivete
a matter of principle all "scholarly documentationi’ even when it is
unscholarly, off the wall, and outrageous, is effectively intimidating.

But there is yet another factor which made this unpublish-
able joke a bad, perhaps even a dangerous one a factor that seems
overnding to me: there are times when we read or hear or think
about totalitarian systems and methods that comparisons to the
Church, far from being forced or farcical, simply suggest themselves.

Richard Sennett observed that in seeking and accepting authority
from institutions or ideologies, we are seeking to secure our lives
and their significance in a manifestly dangerous and unsecured
universe. Totalitarian pretensions and measures therefore respond
to a demand for universal guarantees that we impose on would-
be authority. "Totalitarian regimes refuse to acknowledge awthing
contingent or accidental to be real; everything the state does has
a reasoni" For us, it requires no leap of imagination to replace
the word state in the last sentence with church. Everything the
Church does has a reason. Everything the prophet, the authori-
ties, the brethren do or did or say has its reason, even though
that reason may be beyond comprehension or common sense.
Their ways may not be our own, but ’All thing<’ or so Brother
McConkie reassures us, "are governed by law: nothing is
exemptT’ The Lord, hence his Church, hence its righteous
leaders are always in control just as dialectical materialism, hence
the party, hence its leaders have always and necessarily known
just exactly what they were doing. When Elder McConkie describes
communism as "a form of false religion" and as "one of the major
divisions of the church of the devill’~ he is, in fact, legitimizing
its structure though he repudiates its content. Communism has
a form of institutional godliness, but denies the source and sub-
stance thereof. It mirrors the authoritarian hierarchies of heaven,
even though it "denies men their agency; wrenches from them
their inalienable rights; and swallows the individual and his well
being up in the formless mass of the statel’~

The iroW which Elder McConkie of course fails to see in his
own argument is that he criticizes communism for a relationship
of form to substance which is altogether rational and consistent.
The need for authority and the assertion of freedom are not
humanly congenial. They are at wa~; but it requires a far less dog-
matic if no less conservative writer to tell us how and why this
is so. "I tell you man has no more agonizing anxiety than to find
someone to whom he can hand over with all speed the gift of
freedom with which the unhappy creature was bomi’ Moreovm;
"man seeks to worship only what is incontestable_, so incontesta-
ble indeed, that all men at once agree to worship it... and the
absolutely essential thing is that they should do so all together.’’~
In these famous passages from The Brothers Karama~,ov, Dostoevsky’s
Grand Inquisitor points out that absolute security has an abso-

lute price. Only in complete surrender can a calling and election
be made completely sure, and if nay calling has been made sure,
yours may not challenge nor contradict nor contest it. Seen from
without or even from the frontiers of orthodoxy, dour inso.tutional
insistence that every knee must bend and every tongue conform
plays as a threat, but seen from within, "monolithic Mormonismi’
as Richard Cummings once termed it,6 is no diabolical machine;
to the anxiously compliant it is more like a small, secure, well-
lighted room, or the house built by that third little pig with walls
of stone against the hoary huffs and puffs of doubt and an open
kettle bubbling on the hearth awaiting wolves and intellec-chals.

In this general regard, Elder McConkie has surely been too soft
on communism, which is no more consistent than are we about
the difficult relationship of agency to authority. Communists pay
as much lip service to inalienable, individual freedoms as any-
one. They are simply more powerful, more ruthless, more
meticulously rationalized in the practical suppression of such free-
doms than the systems with whi&~ we are familim: That, of course
is our good and providential fortune Still, we too have heard ritual
pledges of allegiance to a principle of individual agency which,
for purposes reputedly beyond the reasoning of mere individuals,
may be openly venerated, but not, for heaven’s sake practiced.
We too have seen agency defined as the freedom to affirm, to con-
form, to bend to the iron rod, or suffer the elective agonies of
hell. Having failed to embrace this mystery, we not unlike our
Eastem counterparts, may also find ourselves banished to the arctic
peripheries of fellowship. And interestingly, like our persecuted,
pioneer forebears, or more generally like outcasts of conscience
in all ages, we have come in time to discover a kind of rough
hewn, elemental land of promise in such wilderness communi-
ties. The rationalizations-we have all heard them, and some of
us perform them-insinuate that though the solid heart of the tree
keeps it standing, heart wood is dead wood while the real life
of every tree flows and surges vulnerably on the frontier. Siberia,
the Gulag these are code names for the latest gathering places
of Zion.

So why am I here? I’m here because there is a hardy; back
thumping-albeit grave faced-frontier camaraderie among Mor-
mon intellec-chals, who have in fact, the best of all possible worlds.
A fire bums at Sunstone Symposiums you’ll not find at Modem
Language Association conventions or meetings of the American
Dental Association or even among the love-it-or-leave-it patriots
who finagle tickets to general conference

I am also here because I’m a c, ussed fence-sitter in this sub-
heavenly war between the forces of good and the champions of
virtue. And there is in Zion’s Gulag a kind of two-edged kingdom
patriotism, a mind-set for fence-sitters, both affirming and cyni-
cal, taking point while it fiercely guards the rear.

I am probably also here because restored authori,ty in the
Church has not, or at least not as a matter of guiding pnnciple
discovered that intellectuals are far easier to corrupt than to repress,
their egos far more susceptible to honors and offices than their
arguments to correction. Our church has thus far been preserved
from the sardonic, but indubitable wisdom that prisoners make
the sternest of prison camp counselors, and intellectuals the most
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effective inquisitors¯ There are, thank Heaven, few offices, no elite
orders, and only dubious honors for intellec-chals in official Mor-
mondom, and the organizational benefit is, I think, wonderfully
captured in the coy parsimony of a former employer of mine. ’I
pay you poorlyi’ he said, "and I use you badly, but it keeps you
pure.

Finally, I am here because persecution, if it is not overwhelm-
ing, is energizing. If the penalties for participation are rolled eyes
instead of arrest, early’ release from Sunday School callings instead
of u)m,tre, or even the loss of a rung or more on the administra-
tive career laddec then the persecuted are, at very modest cost,
given open license to take themselves very seriously before an
audience to whom they have been certified as dangerous and,
therefore, interesting. In fact, moderate martyrdom in this form
may’ be the only program of genuine temporal luxury offered by
the Church to its members. Participation is entirely voluntary and
must surely qualify as one of the best callings in the Church. It’s
a marvelous job, yet somebody’s got to do it, and, in fact, it may
even be a sin to turn it down.

It remains then only to ask where I, indeed where the Churcl’fs
intdlec-chals, who may or just as likely may not also be persons
of intellect, are going. And I would again be remiss, if I didn’t con-
cede that there are maW who think they have a good idea already.
As for me, I am willing to leave speculation in heavenly man-
sions to the real estate professionals of the spirit. I’m used to fixer-
uppers;, and I am more interested anyway in the here and now
of "going" which because it is always immanent is far more difficult
to foresee

What is the future of Mormon intellec-chalism? What are the
prospects? If we accept one of Eric Hoffer’s nastier observations-
and they are nasty because of their unspanng realism-the
prospects are by, turns good and very, very bleak. To begin with
he argues that the obvious impotence of the intellectual is, in fact,
a covert ally.

¯ . . Authorities, even when feeble or tolerant, are likely to
react violently against the activist tactics of the fanatic and
may gain from his activities, as it were, a new vigor. Things
are ,different in the case of the t3q?ical man of words [Hollers
definition of the intellectual]. The masses listen to him
because they know that his words, however urgent, cannot
l~tave immediate results. The authorities either ignore him
or use mild methods to muzzle him. Thus, imperceptibly,
One man of words undermines established institutions, dis-
credits those in powe~ weakens prevailing beliefs and
loyalties.~

This view, which Holler is unkind enough to support with
ample historical precedent, offers vindication of a sort, but it com-
forts with disquietude. Fo~ if it is indeed the nature and calling
of IVlormon intellectuals to make themselves heard-and why else
this great, expanding marathon of words-and if, even unsought
and undesired, the ultimate consequence of doing so must be

subversion of the Church, then the worst fears of the repressively
orthodox are confirmed.

The mortal flaw" in intellectuals, according to Holler, is "that
no matter how much they preach and glorify the united eflbrt,
they remain essentially individualists. They believe in the possi-
bility of individual happiness and the validity of individual opinion
and initiative" in institutions ruled inevitably and necessarily by
those who, no matter how much they preach and glorify free-
dom, remain essentially authoritarian, opposed to and appalled
by claims of individual agency,. And this is so not because of some
ruthless power hungry leaders, but because "their attitude is in
full accord with the ruling passion of the [people]i’*

To truly principled dissent in an authoritarian church falls the
responsibility not only to enact but also to legitimize the agency
it invokes, demons:rating by some as yet undiscovered alchemy
that authority and freedom may indeed be married without actively
enthroning one principle and pressing the other into compas-
sionate lip service. The prognosis is grave; with history, the insti-
tution, and the majority against it, treatment is uncertain and a
cure as yet undiscovered. Only the Church’s ragtaggle outposts
of windbag intellec-chals seem far enough removed from the real-
ities of power to keep on tmckin’ after windmills. Yet if, as one
observer argues, history is a series of trial-and-error experiments
in which even the failings of men may have value and "in the
course of which the intellectuals were those who through their
homelessness in our society were the most exposed to failure,~
then our chief opportunities are in fact coincident with our frus-
trations. If things were any better, they would probably be worse.

So if you ask me where I am going-whither the Gulag?-my
answer is nowhere. I, at least, will not go off to brood in splen-
did, agnostic solitude I am certainly not going into exile with the
Unitarians, the Scientologists, the Reo~ganites, or even Ex-Mormons
for Jesus. Nor do I intend any hermit’s pilgrimage into deferential
silence. It is not "their" Church; it is our Church, and its center
is delirnited only barely by its periphery. I should like to say that
I, that we, are simply standing firm, but I suspect it’s really rather
more like treading wate~ resisting the current, and recklessly waving
off the :solid, seasoned pragmatism of Hoffe~ and the Inquisitor,
and certain other helpful seers and officials, to wait, instead, and
to thrash ineptly toward the resolution of an ancient Christian
paradox, one re-revealed and re-affi~Tned through Joseph Smith.

Perhaps you know the story of Anicius Manlius Sevennus
Boethius. Perhaps not. In any case, during the sixth century he
was a genuine, credentialed Chnstian intellectual. Educated in Rome
and in Athens, he immersed himself in the study of ancient cul-
ture He wrote long boring books, including in fact, essays defend-
ing orthodox Christian doctrines and arguing rationally for the
subservience of reason to faith. Moreover; he was no reservation
intellectual. He entered politics, distinguished himself by his elo-
quence and rose all the way to the office of prime minister under
the barbarian king Theodoric.

But on 23 October 52~ the king’s executioners tied a cord
around the head of Anicius (etcetera) Boethius and tightened it
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till his eyes burst from their sockets. Then they beat him with
clubs until he died.

And why this monstrous fall from grace? The king, you see,
was a Christian, but not a Christian in good standing. He was
an Arian, a believer in the Arian heresy, and thus, not entirely
secure in civil employment. When jealous courtiers implicated
Boethius in a Roman plot against Theodoric, the scholar vigorously
denied all allegations. He was, he insisted, a loyal subject and ser-
vant to the king. But as a Roman Christian, he was also a man
divided, and he admitted, foolishly perhaps, that had he known
of such a plot, the king would not likely have learned of it from
him. Theodoric had him arrested.

In prison Boethius had time to think over the ironies of his
plight. He was imprisoned, unjustly perhaps, by a king whom
he had denied ultimate allegiance in deference to an orthodox
Christendom whose rulers were, as he well knew, even less just
than the heretic Theodoric. In fact, the chief grievance against this
Arian king was his protection of the Jews. When Christian mobs
destroyed synagogues in Roman cities, Theodoric rebuilt them at
public expense. Moreovec Theodoric urged constraint and toler-
ance in governance. "The most dangerous heresyi’ he wrote to the
Orthodox emperor Justin, "is that of a sovereign who separates
himself from part of his subjects because they believe not according
to his belief.’ But Justin, in a pious rebuke, replied that public order
required unity of belief and therefore he had a perfect right to
deW office or employment to aW whose religious loyalty he had
reason to question.

For all his diplomacy and careful apologetics, Boethius found
himself impaled on both horns of the faithful intellectual’s dilemma.
He was trapped, as we are sometimes, though far more gently
trapped, between allegiance to an institution and allegiance to the
principles that are-or should be-that institution’s franchise The
difficult: truth is that truth does not always bless the blessed nor
honor those whom we feel bound to honor. Boethius knew that
he had fallen victim to orthodox Christian arrogance just as sur-
ely as to an enlightened heretic’s rage; if not driven completely
by his circumstance into the arms of doubt, he must surely have
sought "a certain discretionary distance’ ....from which to view
and survive the seamy underside of faith.

It is not nearly so surprising as some have thought that a con-
templative man, imprisoned for a too candid and too pnncipled
allegiance to Christendom, should in prison have written a reli-
gious and philosophical work with no reference to Christianity
or to any Christian doctrine This famous book was written to
console the writer. And it was written, necessarily, I think, at a
distance. Surely there is for all intellectuals, dissenting or institu-
tionalized, Mormon or generic, a bittersweet lesson in the peculiar
circumstance that the last signal work of pagan philosophy was
written by a Christian martyc

Boethius died disillusioned, yes, but if we believe his book,
he had made his peace with disillusionment. His legacy is con-
solation. The indignantly authoritarian Theodoric and the piously
orthodox Justin both died old and bitter with their street-wise
intentions and their powerful empires in ruins. And here in Zion’s

Gulag dear brothers and sisters, that qualifies as a faith-promoting
stoW.
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